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Abst rac t - -The  decomposition method is applied to nonlinear dissipative wave equations. 
0 f tu \  Consider the equation uu - uzz + ~ ~ / = 0 with f (u (x ,  t)) a continuous bounded function and 
(t, x) e [0, t] x R. Let Lt o2 °5 = y/~ and Lx = ~ and write 
0 
Ltu - Lzu  = - -~f (u (z ,  t)). (1) 
Using the decomposition method [1] we can solve for each linear term thus: 
Ltu = Lxu - ~t f(u), (2) 
Lxu = Ltu + ~-~](u). (3) 
Operating with the inverses, we have Lt lL tu  = u -  Ct and L'~lLxu = u-  Cz, where the homoge- 
neous solutions are evaluated from the given initial-boundary conditions. Thus, (2) becomes (4) 
and (3) becomes (5), 
u = Ct + L~ILxu  - L~ lOf (u ) ,  (4) 
u = Cz + L-~lLtu - Lx l~f (u )  • (5) 
The solution for (4), i.e., for initial conditions is easier than the boundary-value problem of (5) 
as discussed in reference [1]. Thus, Ct = u(x, O) + tut(x, 0). If we have a forcing term g # 0, then 
Ct = u(z, o) + tut(z, o), 
Uo = Ct + L t l  g, 
-1 0 02 
ul - Lt -~ Ao + L71-~'~x2 uo, 
where the An are calculated for the specific f (u) .  
Due to the death of this author, this work is published without he benefit of galley corrections. (Ed.) 
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As an example, consider f (u)  = uut, g = -2e  -2t sin x cos x, u(x, O) = sin x, ut(x, 0) = sin x. 
Then ¢ = sin x - t sin x and 
u0 = (1 - t) s inx + L~ -1 [ -2e  -2t s inxcosx]  = (1 - t) s inx - l e -2 t  s inxcosx ,  
0 A - 0 ~ Ul = -L '~ I -~ o + Lt 1 -~uo,  
where A0 is calculated for .f(u) and is equal to uo~tuo. Clearly when trigonometric terms appear 
in a nonlinear problem, we can have a nonsimple u0 which is acted upon nonlinearly to get Ul, 
etc., so the terms become difficult very quickly. Approximating the exponential, sine, and cosine 
terms may be illuminating. Thus, let s inx = x, cosx = 1, e -st = 1 - 2t. Then, u0(1 - t)x + 
L~-l( -2)(1 - 2t)x and we will drop the last term since the double integration means that  we can 
neglect it to this level of approximation. 
Then, 
02 -1 0 ( l _2 t+t2)  x ~- -L -~ l ( -2x)=~,  - L  -10  ( (1 - t )x (1  - t))+ L ;1 -~(1- t )x  - - - L  t -~ Ul = t Ot 
~2 : UO + Ul : (1 - -  t + t~)  x : (1 -  t + ~)  s inx, 
which suggests u = e - t  sinx as the solution. We can now carry a series of expansions to more 
terms to see if e - t  sinx is correct or substitute it into the original equation. The latter is quickest 
because one sees immediately that  utt - ux~ = 0, so it is only necessary that  ° f (u )  - g = O, i.e., 
0 (e_ t sinx) (e -t  cosx) -2e  -2t sinx cosx -- g 
Ot 
so the above u is correct. One cannot always find a solution in terms of nice functions; in general, 
one gets a series which yields high accuracy for very few terms in general. This procedure 
obviously saved considerable work in this case, but in general cases with symbolic software one 
can calculate a number of terms and add the terms appropriately, e.g., adding terms of the same 
power. 1 
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